THALIA LE-B
QUICK START MENU

START

PRESS THE [OK] BUTTON ONCE TO ENTER THE QUICK START MENU.

STEP 1...

THEN SELECT THE NUMBER OF MOTORS CONNECTED...

"1" OR "2" AND PRESS [OK]

NEXT, DETERMINE THE OPENING DIRECTION...

SELECT "INT" FOR PULL-TO-OPEN, OR, "EXT" FOR PUSH-TO-OPEN. THEN PRESS [OK]

NEXT YOU SELECT THE TYPE OF MOTOR...

SELECT "AR" FOR "AR", "SR", "AC", "SC" OR "INO" BASED ON THE LOGIC FEATURES ON THE TABLE BELOW.

THE SCREEN WILL THEN DISPLAY "PRESET"...

THE SCREEN WILL THEN READ "LSW ADJUST" IF LUX OR LUX G WAS SELECTED.

"OPM" (OPEN MOTOR 1) WILL BE DISPLAYED ON THE SCREEN

PRESS THE [+] BUTTON TO SET THE LIMIT.

IF "ERSW" IS DISPLAYED YOU HAVE EXCEEDED THE OPERATOR LIMIT.

"CLM" (CLOSE MOTOR 1) IS DISPLAYED. PRESS THE [-] BUTTON TO BRING THE GATE TO IT'S FULLY CLOSED POSITION

THE SCREEN WILL READ "OK". PRESS [OK] TO CONTINUE.

THE SCREEN WILL READ "OK" AND THE NUMBER OF THE REMOTE IN MEMORY. REPEAT THE PROCESS FOR ADDITIONAL REMOTES

THE SCREEN WILL DISPLAY "OK" TO CONTINUE..

THE WORD "AUTOSET" WILL SCROLL ACROSS THE SCREEN

UPON PRESSING [OK], THE GATE WILL OPEN AND CLOSE AUTOMATICALLY 1 TO 3 TIMES

NEXT, THE SCREEN WILL THEN READ "MEM REMOTES"

...Then press [OK] to set the limit.

Press the [-] button to bring the 2nd gate to the fully open position...

Press the [+] button to close the gate.

Press [OK] to set limit

Press [OK] to set limit

Simultaneously press and hold the 2 buttons on your remote until the screen reads "RELEASE"

When the screen reads "HIDDEN BUTTON"

Press [OK] to set limit

Simultaneously press and hold the 2 buttons on your remote until the screen reads "RELEASE"

When the screen reads "HIDDEN BUTTON"

The screen will then read "DESIRER BUTTON".

If 2 motors were selected, "OPM2" will show. Press [+] to bring the 2nd gate to the fully open position...

On pressing [OK], the gate will open and close automatically 1 to 3 times

Next, the screen will then read "MEM REMOTES".

WARNING!

You're done!!!

For additional information please refer to the installation manual
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